SYSTEMS | ROLLER BLINDS

The new roller blinds: Functionality teamed with demanding aesthetics
Création Baumann is adding to its System Collection eleven new roller blind fabrics for diverse demands.
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Modern architecture flirts with vast window frontages, deep interiors and open layouts. These conditions
have given rise to new requirements for interior shading and acoustics. Création Baumann’s eleven new
products in the roller blind collection meet the special demands with attractive fabrics, textile diversity and
functional attributes; such as glare and heat protection, privacy and acoustic properties. To cover the large
window expanses, the focus is on the large fabric width applications. Thus the new roller blind products are
available up to a maximal width of 270 cm to 300 cm. The latest generation of electric driven motors make
the Ecotric Accu RTS roller blind even quieter. The new solution integrates the rechargeable lithium ion
battery within the casing of the motor meeting the most exacting aesthetics demands. Automation via Smart
Home solution allows for highly individual deployments.
Amongst the acoustically effective new products is “Silent R”, the successful double faced acoustic fabric
which when used as a curtain fabric attains a highly effective value of αw 0.8 and as a roller blind still
achieves a remarkable sound absorption of αw 0.7. The recto/verso application elevates the roller blind to
a visual highlight in the room. Also for controlling interior acoustics, the Langenthal textile specialists are
presenting the fabric “Vintea R”. The floral vintage print in a matt look is printed on the transparent acoustic
fabric ‘Primacoustic’ and processed as a roller blind.
The uni screen weave “Screlan R” and the denser version “Screno R” possess exceptionally good
properties in the field of glare and heat protection. Both possess a delicately textured surface, the mottled
look and the textile feel of “Screlan R” versus the technical appeal of “Screno R”. Alongside “Laser Siluet
R”, the organic laser design, the graphic “Laser Brano R” captivates with an enchanting light and shadow
play. “Laser Brano R” consists of a sophisticated array of capital letters. Towards the bottom of the fabric,
the number of the cut-outs increases and becomes more pronounced. The two laser designs are available
in a number of combinations of underlying quality and colours.

In addition, existing classics from the curtain range find progressively more applications in roller blinds. To

celebrate forty years of the classic “Sinfonia”, 13 new colours are supplementing the collection of “Sinfonia
CS VI R”. Likewise the sound absorbing uni fabric “Umbria IV R” can be chosen as a roller blind in 25 new
colour settings. Both combine well with the curtain option to facilitate a harmonious interplay between roller
blinds and curtains.
An eye-catcher of the collection is the transparent roller blind “Forms R”. The large, bold digital print on the
fabric “Master Medium R” is particularly effective in wide applications. The understated design features
oversized, oval forms in different colours, reminiscent of large boulders which have been ground smooth
by the sea. The print is available in a colourful and a neutral colour setting.

The constant exchange of ideas and collaboration with architects and interior architects on new building
developments means that Création Baumann has its fingers on the pulse and can therefore be ahead of
trends. The company showcases its innate sense for contemporary requirements with the large colour
palette, the designs and diverse laser cuts. The new roller blinds of the Systems Collection are perfect for
office applications as well as for the residential ambiance. The Langenthal based textile specialist once
again demonstrates with these eleven new fabrics the company's creativity and strength of innovation in
interior shading systems.
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